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3. Obstacles to Entering Foreign Markets

Unfortunately, these special taxing rules raise potential
practical issues, which can be divided into three groups:

(l) The non-deductibility of expenses can easily lead to
excessive taxation, because the taxable income in the
country of performance will be much higher than
in the residence country. This difference in taxable
income is often more than the difference in the tax
rates between the two countries;

(2) Tax credit problems may arise in the country of resi-
dence, creating the risk of double taxation. For ex-
ample, tax certificates may not be available, may be in
the name of the group (and not the individual sports-
men) orin an unreadablelanguage. Also, social secu-
rity contributions or other levies may be deducted for
*hi.h no credit is granted; and

(3) High fees for professional advice are the result for
artistes and sportsmen, the promoters of the perfor-
mances and the tax authorities, both in the countryof
performance and in the country of residence.

The tax literature demonstrates that these problems fre-
quently occur, especially because sportsmen and artistes
are mobile and often undertake tours through various
countries with appearances in only one location per
country. It is not only the sportsmen and artistes who
face an obstacle to cross-border activities as a result of
special international taxing rules following from Art.17
of the OECD Model, but also the promoters of the per-
formances.T

4. Football Taxation

What is interesting is that the tax issue in the X case (Foot-
ball Club Feyenoord) only arose in relation to the two
friendly matches at issue and not other matches in the
UEFA Champions League or Europe League. The reason
for this is that the organizer, Feyenoord, paid the two in-
vited clubs a performance fee for the friendly matches in
its De Kuip stadium in Rotterdam, whereas; in the Cham-
pions League and Europe League, everyhome club keeps

its own box office earnings and does not pay anything to
the visiting foreign clubs. Therefore, in the UEFA com-
petitions there is no taxable foreign performance income
under Art.17 of the OECD Model for the participating
football clubs. Furthermore, the UEFAs collects the rev-
enue from the TV rights, a portion ofwhich is paid to the
participating clubs, based on their results and size of their
home state. These payments normally fall under Art. l2 of
the OECD Model, which allocates the taxing right to the
residence state. This means that in regard to the regular
Champions League and Europe League, there is no risk of
excessive, or even double taxation in respect of competi-
tions that involve home and away matches.

This differs from the finals for the Champions League and
Europe League, which are played in one match on inde-
pendent soil. In 2011, the Champions League final was at
Wembleystadium in London andtheEurope League final
was in the Dublin Arena. The box office earnings for these
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finals are shared by the two clubs and the UEFA, which
means that the state of the final can levy withholding tax
if the findists are non-residents. Due to pressure frorn
the UEFA, however, the United Kingdom has given up
its withholding tax in regard to the Champions League fi-
nal.e lreland does not levy any tax in regard to the Europe
League final, as there is no domestic withholding tax pro-
vision applicable to non-resident sportsmen and artistes.
This means that although the United Kingdom normally
levies a 20% withholding tax, subject to a right to deduct
expenses at source and an optional income tax settlement
at the end of the year, the teams of the Champions League
final have been receiving their gross fees free from any
deduction and normally pay taxin their residence state.r0

The situation is also different in regard to the European
Championship tournament for national teams, which, in
2012, will be held in Poland and Ukraine, and in regard to
the World Cup, which took place in 2010 in South Africa
and will be held in 2014 in Brazil. For these tournaments,
as is the situation for friendly matches, such as in the X
case (Football Club Feyenoord), the normal source with-
holding tax rules applyto the performance income. These
rules are the same as those applicable to other sportsmen,
such as tennis, golf, snooker and billiard players, athletes,
cyclists and skaters, as well as performing artistes. Per-
forming artistes, unfortunately, face the international tax
problems described in 3. in many more situations than
the football clubs.rr

5. Domestic Tax Rules in the Netherlands (and
Other States)

In 2001, the Netherlands made its source taxation pro-
visions for non-resident sportsmen (and artistes) more
detailed, as follows:

(l) The tax rate is 20Vo, which is basically levied on the
gross performance fee;

(2) Expenses can be deducted at source, but only after
written approval is received from the Dutch tax au-
thorities (Belastingdiersf). This cost deduction ap-
proval (ko stenv ergo edingsb eschikking, KYB) can be

7. See, for example, D. Molenaar, "Obstacles for international performing
artistes", European Tamtion 4 (2002), pp. 149-154; D. Molenaar and H.
Grams "Rent-A-Star - The Purpose of ArL l7(2) of the OECD Model",
Bulletin for Intemational Fiscal Documentation l0 (2002), pp. 500-509
and D. Molenaar, "The illusions of international artiste and sportsman
taxation", in H. van Arendonk, F. Engelen and S. |ansen (eds.), A Tar
GlobalLst - Essays in honour of Maarten I. Ellis (Amsterdam: IBFD, 2005),
pp.90-104.
The UEFA is based in lausanne, Switzerland.
The United Kingdom gave up its withholding tax for the 2012 Olympics
in London. The IOC also convinced Canada to give up its withholding tax
for the 2010 Winter Olympics ln Vancouver. The reason for these efforts
is that sporlsmen, national associations and teams complained about the
problems resulting from the use of Art. 17, as described in 4.

The United Kingdom for Manchester United and Spain for Barcelona,
The IOC has resolved this problem by settin6 as a condition for candidate-
Olympic cities, that they provide a source tait exemption for competing
athletes. This means that t}ese athletes only pay their normal income tax
in their residence state. This was the situation for the 2010 Winter Olym-
pics in Vancouver (Canada) and will be the same for the 2012 Olympics
in London (United Kingdom). Also, the 20ll ICC CricketWorld Cup in
India and Bangladesh was exempted from source tax to avoid international
tax problems for the panicipating teams.
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applied for in advance of the performance in the
Netherlands or up to one month following the per-
formance;

The contract partner in the Netherlands is obligated
to withhold the 20oÄ tax from the performance fee
after deducting the KVB. In the absence of this KVB,
EUR 136 of deemed expenses per performing sports-
man (or artiste) can be deducted;

The withholding agent bears a significant risk; if he
does not follow the administrative rules (for example,
providing the names, addresses and passport copies
of the performing sportsmen or artistes), the tax rate
is increased to 52%;t2 and

After the tax year, the non-resident sportsmen (or
artiste) has the option to file an income tax return if
he expects to be entitled to a tax refund, i.e. the Dutch
tax authorities cannot force him to file one.

Dutch resident football clubs (or other sportsmen) do
not fall under this withholding tax, but can receive their
performance fees gross and arrange their income tax af-
fairs themselves. The clubs deduct wage withholding tax
from the salaries of their staff and football players and
corporate income tax from their taxable income, if any.

There is no need for Dutch resident football clubs to ap-

ply for special approvals from the Dutch tax authorities
prior to a football match.

In practice, the system for non-resident sportsmen (and
artistes) in the Netherlands worked quite well because of
the opportunity to reduce the Dutch tax to a level that
could be compensated for by way of a tax credit in the
residence state.r3 This system put the Netherlands ahead

of two ECJ decisions, i.e. the 2003 Gerritse casera and the
2006 Scorpio case.r5 The ECJ had decided that it was con-
trary to the freedom to provide services for a country to
levy a withholding tax on the gross fee without allowing a

deduction for directly linked expensesr6 in circumstances
where the gross withholdingtax is higher than the normal
tax rates that would otherwise apply to the net income.rT

The tax system, however, imposed a significant admin-
istrative burden on the organizers of sport events (and
artiste performances). In 2004, the Dutch tax authorities
undertook an official evaluation of the provisions. Most
organizers complained that the system was complicated
and that it caused significant administrative workr8 The
evaluation also demonstrated that the tax revenue in 2002
in the Netherlands was not more than EUR 7 million.

The administrative burden led the Dutch government
to decide to eliminate source taxation of non-resident
sportsmen (and artistes) as of I |anuary 2007, provided
the sportsman or artiste can prove that he is a resident of
a state with which the Netherlands has concluded a tax
treaty. In these circumstances, the Netherlands does not
apply Art. 17 of the specific tax treaty, but unilaterally
gives up its taxing right, with the result that the non-
resident sportsmen (and artistes) pay normal tax in their
residence state. Based on 2002 figures, this new provi-
sion costs the Netherlands EUR 5 million in tax revenue
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per year, but saves the sportsmen, artistes and the tax
administration (in both states) a total of EUR 1.6 million
in administrative expenses.le The elimination of the with-
holding tax is a great relief to non-resident sportsmen and
artistes performing in the Netherlands, because it takes
away the risk of excessive or double taxation. Further, for
the organizers of events and performances it eliminates
the administrative work and removes the risk of higher
tax assessments. The Netherlands has started negotiations
with tax treaty states that apply the exemption method
to convert to the tax credit method to avoid double non-
taxation.

6. Developments in Other Member States

It has taken other Member States much more time to
adapt their national tax rules to the ECf decisions in
Gerritse and Scorpio. As of 20t t, Germany, France, Bel-
gium, Spain, Sweden, Belgium and the Czech Republic
have changed their tax rules for non-resident sportsmen
and artistes such that they are morb or less in line with
the ECJ approach. Italy, Greece, Portugal and states in
the eastern part of the European Union, however, have
not yet responded to the 2003 and 2006 EC| decisions.
Currently, the withholding tax rates vary between l5%
(France) and 307o (Italy), with varying systems applicable
to the deduction of expenses at source and the filing of
income tax returns following the end of the tax year. Each
Member State has its own system, which makes it difficult
for sportsmen and artistes on tour, performing in one
state todav and another tomorrow, in terms of deduct-
ing the diiect expenses, as well as obtaining the right tax
certificate for the tax credit in the residence state. It im-
poses a significant administrative burden to ensure that
the source tax is reasonable.

7. Feyenoord against Fulham (2004) and
Tottenham Hotspur (2002)20

Despite the existing tax rules in the Netherlands, in2002
and 2004, football club Feyenoord did not levy Dutch
withholding tax from the payments of the performance

12. This much higher tax mte is meant to counteract illegal work in the Neth-
erlands and force employers and otherwithholding agents to complywith
the withholding tax law.

13. For sportsmen (and artistes) from states that provided for the exemption
method in their tax treaties with the Netherlands, the Dutch system could
even have been profitable, because the 20% Dutch profits tax was lower
than the tax exemption in their residence state. These sportsmen and
artistes only paid minimal additional tax in their residence state because

of progressive tax rates.

14. ECJ, 12, March 2003, Case C-2J4101, Arnoud Gerritse v. Finanmmt
Neukölln-Noril.

15. Scorplo, see note 3.

16. See D. Molenaar and H. Grams, "ftorpio and the Netherlands: Major
Changes in Artiste and Sportsman Taxation in the European Union",
European Tamtion 2 (2007), pp. 63-68.

17. See D. Molenaar and H. Grams, "The Taxation of Artists and Sports-
men after the Amoud Gernfse Decision", European Tamtion l0 (2003),

pp.38l-383.
18. Seeforadiscussion,D.Molenaar,'Deillusiesvandeartiesten-enb€roeDss-

portersregeling', Weekblad voor Fkcaat Reüt 2004165S7, pp. t I I 1 - 1 fl 8.

19. See Molenaar and Grams, note I 6; see also D. Molenaar, Tamtio n of Inter-
national Performing Artistes (Amsterdam: IBFD, 2006).

20. The final score was a 2-2 draw in both friendly rnatches.
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fees to Tottenham Hotspur and Fulham. Further, nei-
ther Feyenoord nor the UK football teams applied for
a KVB. Also, the individual football players did not file
income tax returns after the relevant tax year. The taxing
rules for non-resident sportsmen were simply ignored by
Feyenoord. It is unclear whether the club was unaware
of these rules, as were most sports events organizers in
those years, or whether the club already believed in 2002
and 2004 that its position as withholding agent for the UK
football clubs was an obstacle to the freedom to provide
services to the Dutch market.

The UK clubs should, instead, have filed a KVB applic-
ation to deduct their expenses. It would not have been
easyto budget direct and indirect expenses but, in the au-
thors' experience, it would not have been impossible. It is
anticipated that this would have led to expenses in excess

of the earnings of EUR 133,000 (Tottenham Hotspur)
and EUR 50,000 (Fulham). Even if the expenses hadbeen
less than the earnings, most of the withholding tax could
have been reclaimed in regard to one or two individual in-
come tax returns. This means that, in two steps, the Dutch
non-resident withholding tax could have been reduced to
(almost) zero. This could only have been done, however,
with the assistance of a Dutch (and perhaps also UK)
specialized tax adviserwho understoodwhat needed to be
done. The need for tax advice - also because ofthe extra
expense - represents another hurdle for inexperienced
non-resident football clubs,2r especially in comparison to
resident football clubs.

If the two UK football clubs were to accept the 2070 Dutch
source withholding tax, it would be problematic to get a
UK tax credit for it, because the two clubs are in a struc-
tural loss situation, and a tax credit against the UK cor-
porate income tax would not provide any relief. Further,
distributing the Dutch source tax amongst the individual
football players to get tax credits would also be problem-
atic because they are in the monthly payroll system and
the Dutch tax certificate (if available) will be in the name
of the football club and not the individual players.

From 2007 onwards this will no longer be a problem be-
cause the Netherlands has unilaterally given up its taxing
rights in regard to performance fees of non-residents.
This solves not only the problem of double taxation, but
also eliminates the administrative expense.

8. Reference to the Scorpio Case

The X case (Football Club Feyenoord) goes beyond Scor-
pio in that it introduces a new element, which is the ques-
tion of whether a source withholding tax levied against
the resident contract partner is in breach ofthe freedom
to provide services in the internal market. The alternative
would be to send a Dutch tax return directly to the UK
football clubs, because they know their expenses better
than anyone else and, if anytaxable income remains after
the deduction of expenses, they will also have the proper
information for the tax credit against their (corporate)
income tax.

The ECJ XCase (Football Club Feyenoord)

The Scorpio case concerned payments in 1993 from a Ger-
man concert promoter (FKP Scorpio Konznrtproduktionen
Gmbll) to a Dutch company, who represented a US pop
group in regard to performances il Germany. One of the
questions in the case was whether or not a German with-
holding tax levied against Scorpio was an obstacle to the
Dutch company entering the German market because
German resident companies (representing non-resident
artistes) were not subject to this withholdiig tax. The EC|
decided that this withholding taxwas, indeed, an obstacle
to entering the German market, because it gives an ad-
vantage on the market. The ECJ also decided, however,
that in 1993 there was a justification for this withholding
taxbecause no EU Directive existed regarding mutual as-

sistance in respect of recovery of tax claims that could be
used by Germany if the Dutch company did not file the
tax return or pay the tax due.

The authors, in an article published in the February 2007
issue ofEaropeanTaxation 22 pointed out that there were
differences in the translations of the ECJ decision in the
Scorpio case. In the English, French and Greek versions,
the past tense was used, i.e., "[m]oreover, the use of re-
tention at source represented a proportionate means of
ensuring the recovery ofthe tax debts ofthe state oftaxa-
tion".2r But, in the German, Dutch and Spanish versions,
the present tense was used. Although German was the
official language of the case, the ECf is of the opinion that
translations into other languages are equally valid. This
means that it remained unclear, from the decision in the
Scorpio case, whether or not the ECf's decision would be
different following the 2001 Council Directive,2a which
gives Member States the right to obtain assistance from
other Member States in collecting tax claims from non-
residents. The authors concluded that a new case was
needed to clarifr the EC|'s position in respect of with-
holding taxes following the 2001 Council Directive. In-
deed, the X case (Football Club Feyenoord) represents
such a case.

9. Other Relevant ECJ Decisions

There are other ECf decisions that have had an influ-
ence on the X case (Football Club Feyenoord) that are
discussed in this section, i.e. the Genitse and the Truck
Center cases.2s

Inthe Gerritse case26 it was made clear, for the first time,
that the existing taxation rules for internationally per-
forming artistes and sportsmen, contained in Art. 17 of

2 l. Inexperienced in the sense that they do not have to do this in respect of the
reguiar UEFA competitions.

22. See Molenaar and Grarns, note 16.

23. Scorpio, note 3, Para. 37.

24. CouncilDiredive2@ll 44lECof 15 June 2001 amended Council Directive
76|308/EEC of15 March 1976 on mutual assistance forthe recovery oftax
claims. This 2001 Directive had to be implemented by the Membei States
bylldy2002.

25. The reference to these ECf decisions is also discussed in E.C.C.M. Kem-
meren, "The Netherlands: Pending Cases Filed by the Netherlands Courts:
The National Grid Indus (C-37lll0) and Feyenoord (C-498/10 (X))
Casd,in ECI-recent Developments in Direct Tamtion2Ol0 (Vienna: Linde
Verlag,201 I), pp. 15-183.

26. Gerritse.note14.

c
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the OECD Model, are problematic. The ECI decided
that the Dutch jazz drummer Arnoud Gerritse had to
be allowed to deduct his expenses and to compare the
withholding tax rate with the normal income tax rates in
Germany.

In the Truck Center case,27 the ECJ addressed the with-
holding tax on income from capital. The company had
to withhold Belgian tax on interest payments to its Lux-
embourg shareholder, while this would not have been
required in respect of payments to a domestic Belgian

shareholder. The ECJ decided that Luxembourg and
Belgian shareholders are not in a comparable situation
and that the tax treaty between the two states permitted
the source tax. This decision has been heavily criticized,
which was an important reason for the doubts expressed

by the Dutch Supreme Court and its referral of the preju-
dicial questions to the ECJ.

The discussion of whether withholding taxes are in line
with the TFEU or represent an obstacle to entering the

markets of Member States was also the subject of Seminar

G at the 2009 IFA Congress in Vancouver, Canada, with
the compelling title, "Death ofwithholding Taxes?"28

10. Responsibilities

In addition to the technical aspects of this discussion,

there is also a need to focus on the balance of responsi-

bilities. The OECD introduced Art.17 in 1963,'because

of practical difficulties in taxing public entertainers and

athletes performing abroad." Much has changed, how-
ever, since then; sportsmen and artistes are now easy to

rformances are normally
izations with budgets that
electronic banking, rather

than cash payments. The tax authorities in many coun-
tries have also been paying special attention to sports,

nts for transfers of
the sportsmen and
to the operation of

Art.17 of the OECD Model and the problems described
in 3.

The OECD already wrote in its 1987 Report2e that the
main principle is that income from entertainment and

sporting activities should be taxed in the same way as

income from other activities.3oIt also wrote that coun-
tries have problems identifring the activities of residents

abroad and that, therefore, Art.17 should still be fol-
lowed.3t This is also because tax authorities encounter
problems in obtaining information concerning the per-
formances and the assessment and collection of tax.32

Clearly,24 years later, these problems have been resolved.

It is now easy to find performances, Payments and the
persons acting on the field or on stage. The suggested
improvements referred to in the 1987 OECD Report can
now be brought into practice, including exchange of in-
formation between the source country and the residence
country33 and assistance in the collection of taxes.a Spe-

cifically, within the European Union, the experience with
VAT identification numbers and the new place of supply
of services rules, as well as the implementation of the
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directives discussed in this article, strengthen this argu-
ment.

It would be helpful for sportsmen and artistes if there
were a positive EC| decision that held that a withholding
tax from a local organizer is in breach of the freedom to
provide services in the internal market. Sportsmen and
artistes should be able to file their tax returns themselves
in the other state, as they have the best information about
the expenses incurred in regard to the foreign perfor-
mances. This would also provide them with the neces-

sary information for claiming tax credits back home. This
would not always make it easier, because filing tax returns
in several Member States in different languages would re-
quire assistance from specialized, local tax advisers. This
would, however, further balance responsibilities.

This would also make it clear to the tax authorities that
they need to take a further step in resolving the tax prob-
lems encountered by sportsmen and artistes, which is the
removal of source taxation for sportsmen and artistes in

ff:::Ti#l
e need for Art.

17. This option is in discussion at the OECD level, which
was made clear at Seminar E of the 2010IFA Congress in
Rome (Italy) entitled, "Red Card Art. l7?."3s The Dutch
government's approach is interesting; after unilaterally
removing its non-resident sportsman and artiste source

tax effective 2007, it also inserted in its new tax treaty
policy that the Netherlands no longer wants to include
Art. 17 in its tax treaties.36

11. Other Types of Income

The X case (Football Club Feyenoord) is not only
important for the taxation of sportsmen and artistes
within the European Union; the taxation of other types

of income will be affected by the decision, such as divi-
dends, royalties, interest and self-employment income,
in respect ofwhich tax treaties allocate the taxing right to
the source state.

a aa a aa a a aa a a aa a aa a aaa a aaa a aaa a aaa aaaa a a aa a aaa Ö

27. Truck Centel, note 4.

2S. IFA (ed.), "Death of Withholding Taxes?", Seminar'G", Cahiers de droit

fiscal interaational, Vol. 94 (Amersfoort Sdu fiscale en financiöle uitgev-ers,
'2009). 

IFA Members may fild the documents for Seminar G at www.ifa.nl
under'Annual Congresses". Non-members may contact the IFA via the

website.
29. 'Taxation ofEntertainers, Artistes and Sportsmen", note 5.

30. Id.,Para.14.
3I. Id., Para. 16.

32. ld.,Par:'17.
33. Id., Paras. 105-107.

34. Id., Paras. 108-r09.
35. IFA (ed.), *Red Card Art. l7?,, Seminar <E,, Cahiers ile droit fscal inter-

national, Vol. 95 (Amersfoorh Sdu fiscale en financiöle uitgevers, 2010).

IFA Members can find the documents for Seminar E at www.ifa.nl under
'Annual Congresses". Non-members maycontact the IFAvia thewebsite.

36. This new tax treaty policy was published by the Dutch Ministry of Finance

on ll February 2011 in the Notitie Fiscaal Verilragsbelcid. A discussion

can be found in D. Molemaar, 'Nederland wil geen arL 17 (artiesten en

sporters) meer in zijn belastingverdragen", Weekblail voor Fiscaal Redil
20rrl69M,pp.s82-592.
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The holding would not, however, apply where residents
are subject to the same withholding tax as non-residents,
as, in this instance there is no difference in treatment (and,
therefore, no unequal treatment) that would represent an
obstacle to entering the foreign market. Even if the ECJ
were to decide in favour of sportsmen and artistes, with
the result that no withholdins tax would be levied. this

The ECJXCase (Football Club Feyenoord)

wou
tion
caus
ing tax, accompanied by a tax certificate, which can be
an easy way for a non-resident to receive the income and
claim a foreign tax credit in his state ofresidence.

dfig Taxesli as r.r

2009.IFA.Consri
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